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1. INTRODUCTION
Let 3 be a homogeneous linear viscoelastic body of Boltzmann
type. Its stress  and strain  satisfy the following constitutive relation
Ž  .see 6, 22, 23 :
t
 t , x  g  t , x  M t    , x d ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hi j i jk l k l i jk l k l

t, x . 1.1Ž .
3333 Ž .Here g is the instantaneous elasticity tensor and M: 0, 
3333 Ž . is the tensor of relaxation or memory kernels. Further, there
hold the momentum equations
u t , x   t , x 	 F t , x , t, x , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , t t i j , j i
where u is the displacement of  and F denotes the body forces. Using
1Ž . Ž .1.1 , the well-known equality   u 	 u , and the symmetry rela-i j i, j j, i2
Ž .tions M M M , from 1.2 we derive the following hyperbolici jk l i jlk jik l
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system of equations of motion for u:
t
u t , x  g u t , x  M t  u  , x d	 F t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hi , t t i jk l k , l j i jk l k , l j i

t, x . 1.3Ž .
Ž . Ž .The relaxation kernels M included in 1.1 and 1.3 turn out to bei jk l
unknown in many practical problems, e.g., in the study of properties of
   polymers 1, 7 and geophysics 2, 24 . A usual way to determine these
Ž .kernels is to solve inverse problems for the equations of motion 1.3 ,
making use of certain information about u obtained from experiments of
wave propagation.
Ž .In case M are differentiable and locally bounded on 0, thei jk l
Ž .integral term in the system 1.3 is of lower order with respect to the main
hyperbolic part H u u  g u . Then it is possible to reduce thei, t t i jk l k , l j
inverse problems for M to systems of Volterra integral equations of the
second kind and study the obtained systems by a fixed-point theorem. Such
an approach has been applied to various inverse problems in viscoelasticity
Ž   .see 3, 813, 16, 19, 21 and the references therein .
However, problems with unbounded kernels have practical interest, too.
Many viscoelastic materials have rapidly decreasing memory in small time
values and are therefore better described by relaxation kernels with
Ž  .singularities at t 0 see 23 . In this case the corresponding inverse
Ž .problems are more complicated because the integral term of 1.3 with
singular M is not of lower order with respect to H u any more.
We mention that in the case of parabolic integrodifferential equations,
which describe the heat flow in media with memory, the situation is
different from the one in the viscoelastic case. There the integral terms are
Ž  .of lower order even if the kernels are singular see 4, 5 .
In this paper we prove the existence and uniqueness of a solution of an
inverse problem for determining the relaxation kernels with weak singular-
ities at t 0 in three-dimensional isotropic viscoelasticity. Such a result
for locally bounded differentiable kernels was previously obtained by
  ŽGrasselli 8, 10, 11 . Inverse problems for determining scalar one-dimen-
.  sional weakly singular relaxation kernels were studied in 17, 20 . Particu-
 larly, 17 contains a method similar to the one used in the present paper.
Since in our case the kernels are contained in the main part of the
Ž .system 1.3 , we cannot avoid certain monotonicity restrictions to the
kernels. However, the restrictions we impose are naturally related to
the physical dissipativity of the viscoelastic medium. The main idea is to
search the solution M of the inverse problem as a sum of a singular
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monotone function and a smooth function equal to zero at t 0. These
two parts of M can be extracted from a special function H defined by
means of the data of the inverse problem. The singular term of M
coincides with the singular term of H and the smooth term of M is
obtained from a fixed-point system by use of the smooth term of H. In the
case where the singular and smooth parts of H are related to each other
by a certain formula, then M contains only the singular monotone addend.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sections 25 we study an abstract
hyperbolic identification problem and in Section 6 we apply the abstract
results to the problem in viscoelasticity. Sections 7 and 8 contain proofs of
auxiliary results.
2. FORMULATION OF THE ABSTRACT
INVERSE PROBLEM
Before formulating the abstract inverse problem we introduce some
 . pŽ .notation. Let V be a Banach space and J a subset of 0, . By L J; V ,
1 p , we denote the space of abstract functions from J to V
integrable in the Bochner sense with power p and equipped with the norm
1p
p
p   f  f t dt .Ž .L Ž J ; V . H
J
k , pŽ .The space W J; V , 1 p , where k is a nonnegative integer,
consists of abstract functions which have distributional derivatives up to
pŽ . k , pŽ .the order k in L J; V . The norm in W J; V is given by
1pk
pŽ j.
k , p p   f  f .ÝW Ž J ; V . L Ž J ; V .
j0
As usual, the subscript loc assigned to any of these function spaces
denotes membership in the corresponding space when restricted to
kŽ .bounded subsets of J. Further, C J; V stands for the space of continuous
functions from J to V having continuous derivatives up to the order k in
kŽ .J. If J is compact then C J; V is a Banach space with the norm
k
Ž j.
k   f  max f t .Ž .ÝC Ž J ; V .
tJj0
0Ž . Ž .The space C J; V has also the parallel notation C J; V . In the case
pŽ . k , pŽ . kŽ .V we make use of the abbreviations L J , W J , and C J to
pŽ . k , pŽ . kŽ .denote the spaces L J; , W J; , and C J; , respectively.
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Ž .By L V , V we denote the space of linear bounded operators from a1 2
Banach space V to another Banach space V . In the case V  V  V we1 2 1 2
Ž . 1ŽŽ . Ž .. 1ŽŽ . .write merely L V . If u  L 0, T ; L V , V and u  L 0, T ; V1 1 2 2 2
with some T 0 then the convolution
t
u u t  u t  u  dŽ . Ž . Ž .H1 2 1 2
0
1ŽŽ . .exists and belongs to the space L 0, T ; V .1
1 ŽŽ . .Finally, we mention that a function f L 0, ; V satisfying thel oc
  t  Ž .property H e M t dt  with some  is Laplace transformable0
Ž  .in the half-plane Re 	
  see 22, Chap. 0.2 . The notation

	 tfˆ 	  e f t dtŽ . Ž .H
0
will be used for the Laplace transform of f.
Now we can proceed to the formulation of our inverse problem. To this
end we must introduce appropriate spaces and operators. Let us assume
that
Ž .A1 Y is a Banach space, X is a Hilbert space with the inner
Ž .product 
, 
 , and Y X densely.X
Ž .A2 A is a closed linear densely defined operator in X, such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .D A  Y and  A , and B L Y, X .
Ž . Ž Ž ..A3 K is a closed linear subspace of L L Y, X .
Ž . Ž .A4  L X, K .
Ž .The problem we will consider is as follows. Given ,  Y, F: 0, 
Ž . Ž . Ž .X, h: 0,  K , find M: 0,  K and u: 0,  Y such that the
relations
t
u t  Au t  M t  Bu  d	 F t , t 0, , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
u 0   , u 0   , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .
u t  h t , t 0, , 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
hold.
Ž .In case M is also known the equation 2.1 together with the initial
Ž . Ž .conditions 2.2 forms a direct problem for u: 0,  Y. The additional
Ž .condition 2.3 is given to recover the kernel M, too. In practice the
function h contains certain observation information about u.
Next let us introduce the spaces for which we will seek the kernel M.
First, we define the following set M of monotone possibly singular0
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kernels: M M iff0
Ž . 1 ŽŽ . .M1 M L 0, ; K .l oc
Ž .M2 M is of subexponential growth; i.e., there exist c , c 
 0 such1 2
that
t c2 M  d c t for each t 0, .Ž . Ž .H K 1
0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M3 Defining A t  tA tM t B, the operator A t  A
Ž .1M t B is of negative type; i.e.,
ˆRe A 	 w , w  0Ž .Ž . X
for each Re 	
 0 and w Y.
ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .M4 	I A 	  L Y, X is surjective for each 	 0, where I is
the unity operator.
In the following we impose the natural assumption
Ž .M5 M .0
on the set M . This contains in a hidden form certain monotonicity0
restrictions of the operators A and B.
Ž . Ž .The conditions M1  M4 guarantee the existence of at least a weak
Ž . Ž . Ž  .resolvent for the direct problem 2.1 , 2.2 see 22, Chap. 6 . However,
we are able to study the direct and inverse problems in a larger set which
contains perturbations of the elements of M by smooth functions. To this0
end let us define
 4M M : MM 	M , M  M , M  M , 2.4Ž .0 1 0 0 1 1
where
1, 1M  M : M W 0, ; K , M 0  0 . 2.5. Ž . Ž . 4Ž .1 1 1 l oc 1
We note that every function M in M has infinitely many different
decompositions into the sum of monotone and smooth functions M 	M ,0 1
where M  M and M  M . Let us define the set of all possible0 0 1 1
decompositions for a function M from M ,
P M  M , M : M  M , M  M , M 	M M M , 2.6 4Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
and the set of all first components of these decompositions,
 4P M  M : M  M , M  M : M 	M M M . 2.7Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
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It is easy to verify that the implication
P M 1 P M 2 P M 1 P M 2 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
holds for any M 1, M 2 M.
3. RESOLVENT OF THE DIRECT PROBLEM
In this section we prove the existence and establish some useful proper-
Ž . Ž .ties of the solution operator of the direct problem 2.1  2.2 .
We begin by studying an abstract integral equation. Let, as above, Y be
a Banach space and X a Hilbert space such that Y X densely. Further,
1 ŽŽ . Ž .. Ž . .let A L 0, ; L Y, X . For given f C 0, ; X we consider thel oc
integral equation of the second kind
u t  Au t 	 f t , t 0, . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . . Ž .
Ž . Ž . .A function u satisfying 3.1 and belonging to C 0, ; Y is called a strong
Ž .solution of 3.1 .
 Ž .4 Ž . ŽA family of operators S t  L X is called a resolvent or solutiont
 0
. Ž . Ž  .operator of 3.1 if the following conditions are satisfied cf 22, Chap. 6 :
Ž . Ž . Ž . . Ž .S1 S 
 x C 0, ; X for each x X and S 0  I.
Ž . Ž . t Ž .  Ž .4S2 U t  H S  d leaves Y invariant and the family U t 0 t
 0
Ž .  .L Y is locally Lipschitz on 0, .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S3 For y Y we have S t y Y a.e. t 0, and S 
 y is
Ž .Bochner measurable in Y on 0, .
Ž .S4 The resolvent equations
S t y y	 AS t y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
S t y y	 S A t yŽ . Ž . Ž .
hold for each t
 0 and y Y.
Ž . 1 ŽŽ .. Ž .Let a t be a function from L 0, . The resolvent S t is calledl oc
Ž . Ž .Ž .4 Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . .a t -regular if aS t  L X, Y and aS 
 x C 0, ; Y fort
 0
each x X.
Ž . Ž  .The resolvent S t , if it exists, is unique Proposition 6.1 in 22 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. Let 3.1 admit the a t -regular resolent S t .
Ž . Ž . 1, 1ŽŽ . .a If u is a strong solution of 3.1 and fW 0, ; X thenl oc
u t  S t f 0 	 S f  t . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
In particular, strong solutions are unique.
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Ž . 1, 1ŽŽ . .b If f  f 	 a f , where f  W 0,  ; Y and f 1 2 1 l o c 2
1, 1ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž .W 0, ; X , then 3.1 has the strong solution of the form 3.2 .l oc
 Proof. Lemma 1 follows from Proposition 6.3 in 22 .
Ž . Ž .Now, let us move to the direct problem 2.1 , 2.2 . By integrating the
Ž . Ž .equation 2.1 twice from 0 to t and observing the initial conditions 2.2
Ž .we obtain the integral equation 3.1 , where
A t  tA tM t B and f t  tF t 	 t	  . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Therefore, the direct problem 2.1 , 2.2 with the twice differentiable
Ž . Ž . Ž .solution u is equivalent to the equation 3.1 , where A t and f t are
Ž . Ž . Ž .given by 3.3 . Under the resolvent of the direct problem 2.1 , 2.2 we
Ž . Ž . Ž .mean the resolvent of the equation 3.1 with A t of the form 3.3 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2. Let A1  A3 , A5 hold and M M . Then, the direct0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .problem 2.1 , 2.2 , or equialently 3.1 with A t  tA tM t B, ad-
Ž .mits the t-regular resolent S t .
Proof. Lemma 2 is a consequence of Theorem 6.4 and Corollaries 6.4
 and 6.6 in 22 .
Ž . Ž .Imposing stronger assumptions on A the resolvent of 2.1 , 2.2 enjoys
additional regularity properties.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3. Let A1  A3 , A5 hold, M M , and in addition let there0
Ž . Ž .exist a dense subset Z Y such that A t  tA tM t B fulfills the
Ž . Ž . 1 ŽŽ . .conditions that A t z Y a.e. t 0 and A 
 z L 0, ; Y for eachl oc
Ž .z Z. Then, the the resolent S t from Lemma 2 satisfies the following
Ž .stronger ersion of S3 :
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . .S3 S t restricted to Y belongs to L Y and S 
 y C 0, ; Y
for each y Y.
Ž .  Proof. Lemma 3 follows from Proposition 6.2 ii in 22 .
4. DIFFERENTIATED PROBLEM
Ž . Ž .In this section we reduce the inverse problem 2.1  2.3 by differentia-
tion to a system of integral equations of the second kind with respect to
the second derivative of u and the first derivative of the perturbation part
of the kernel M. Thereupon we formulate a lemma which states the
existence and uniqueness of a solution to the obtained system. These
Ž . Ž .results enable us to prove the main theorems about the problem 2.1  2.3
in the next section.
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First, let us impose some further assumptions on the data of the
problem.
Ž .A6 There exists a Banach space Z which is densely imbedded into
Y such that Az Y for each z Z.
Ž .A7 The spaces Z and K satisfy the following property: there holds
     Bz Y and Bz  C  z for each  K and z Z, whereY K Z0
C is a positive constant independent of  and z.0
Ž . 1, 1ŽŽ . .A8 ,  Z and FW 0, ; Y .l oc
Ž . Ž .A9 The operator  L K , defined by the relation 
Ž . B  for  K , is bijective.
Ž . Ž .The assumptions A6 and A7 are necessary to improve the regularity
Ž . Ž .of the resolvent of the direct problem 2.1 , 2.2 in subsequent discussions.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Namely, one can immediately check that A6 and A7 imply A 
 z
1 ŽŽ . . Ž .L 0, ; Y for any z Z if the operator A has the form 3.3 . If inl oc
Ž . Ž . Ž .addition A1  A3 , A5 hold and M M then by Lemma 3 the resol-0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .vent S t of 2.1 , 2.2 satisfies the property S3 .
Ž .The last assumption A9 is a certain nonvanishing condition for  and
 . We mention that in the scalar case K, dealt with in 17 , the factor
Ž . is commutable with B and  and the condition A9 is equivalent to the
inequality B 0.
Further, let us introduce the following abstract function depending on
the observation function h and the data ,  , F of the direct problem
Ž . Ž .2.1 , 2.2 :
1H t  F t  h t 	A . 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4. Let assumptions A1  A9 be satisfied. Then, the following
assertions hold:
Ž . Ž . 2Ž . . Ž . Ž .i If M, u  M C 0, ; Y soles 2.1  2.3 then the obsera-
tion functions h and H fulfill the conditions
2h C 0, ; K , H M , 4.2. Ž .Ž .
h 0  , h 0  , 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
h 0 F 0 	A , 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .there holds P H P M , and choosing M , M , H : 0,  K so that0 0 0 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M , M P M , M , H P H , the pair  , M , where   u, is a0 1 0 1 1
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solution of the system
      S M  tM B  tM BM BŽ .0 1 1 1
   	 S M  A M M B	 FŽ .0 0 0
 	 S M A	 F 0 , 4.5Ž . Ž .Ž .0
M 	1 M B	M B 	M B  AŽ .1 1 1 0
H 1M B , 4.6Ž .1 0
   Ž .where A M  tA tM B and S M t is the resolent of the direct0 0 0
Ž . Ž .problem 2.1 , 2.2 with the kernel M replaced with M .0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . .ii Conersely, if 4.2  4.4 are fulfilled and  , M  C 0, ; Y1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . M satisfies the system 4.5 , 4.6 with some gien M , H P H then1 0 1
Ž . Ž . 2Ž . .the pair M, u  M 	M , t 	 t	   M C 0, ; Y soles0 1
Ž . Ž .2.1  2.3 .
Ž . Ž .Proof. First, let us prove the assertions i and ii in the case when
Ž .4.5 is replaced with the equation
   A M   tM B M  tB	 BŽ .0 1 1
   	 A M 	 A M 	 F . 4.7Ž .0 0
Ž . Ž . 2Ž . . Ž . Ž .i Let M, u  M C 0, ; Y solve 2.1  2.3 . We fix an arbi-
Ž . Ž .trary pair M , M in P M , set MM 	M , and integrate twice by0 1 0 1
Ž .parts the convolution integral in 2.1 . Since there hold the equalities
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2Ž . .A u  Au  and B u  Bu  for u C 0, ; Y , in view of the
Ž . Ž .initial conditions 2.2 we obtain 4.7 .
Ž . Ž .Further, applying the operator  to 2.2 and observing 2.3 we derive
Ž . Ž .4.3 . Similarly, applying  to 4.7 and replacing  with h we have
 h F	 A M  M  tB 	 tB	 B Ž .0 1
   	A M 	 A M  . 4.84 Ž .0 0
Ž .Setting here t 0 we get 4.4 . By the assumptions of Lemma 4 all terms
Ž . Ž . .in the right-hand side of 4.8 belong to C 0, ; K . Thus, the assertion
2Ž . . Ž .h C 0, ; K in 4.2 follows. To prove the second assertion H M in
Ž . Ž .4.2 we first rewrite 4.8 in the form
F h 	 tA
 1M B 	 A	M  tB 	 tB	 BŽ . Ž .0 1
 	tM B A M  . 4.94 Ž .0 0
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Ž . Ž .Due to the assumptions of Lemma 4 i the right-hand side of 4.9 is
Ž . 1differentiable. Differentiating 4.9 , applying the operator  , and observ-
Ž . 1ing the definition 4.1 as well as the relation  M BM following0 0
Ž .form A9 , we derive the formula
HM 	1 M  1B 	 B Ž .0 1
 	M B	 1M B A M  . 4.104 Ž .1 0 0
Ž .Again, by the assumptions of Lemma 4 i the second addend in the
Ž .right-hand side of 4.10 belongs to M and the first addend M is a1 0
Ž . Ž .function from P M  M . This proves the assertion H M in 4.2 .0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Moreover, P H P M , because M P H P M . This0 0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .by 2.8 implies the assertion P H P M .0 0
Ž .Next let us derive the equation 4.6 . Let M , M , H be such that0 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M , M P M and M , H P H . Then, from 4.10 we see that0 1 0 1
1  H   M  1B 	 B 	M B	 1M B A M  . 4Ž .1 1 1 0 0
Differentiating this relation once more and taking the relation
1   Ž . M BM into account we obtain 4.6 .1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . .ii Conversely, let 4.2  4.4 hold and  , M  C 0, ; Y  M1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfy the system 4.7 , 4.6 with some given M , H P H . Define0 1
MM 	M and u t 	 t	 . Evidently, u satisfies the initial0 1
Ž . Ž .conditions 2.2 . Integrating twice by parts in 4.7 we obtain the equation
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.1 for u. We recall that in Part i of the proof the equation 4.6 was
Ž .derived by differentiation of 4.8 twice. Performing now these operations
Ž .in the opposite direction, namely, integrating 4.6 twice from 0 to t, using
the relations 1B  with  replaced with M  and M in the first1 0
Ž .and second steps, respectively, and observing the initial conditions M 01
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 0  0 cf. 2.5 and 4.4 we derive 4.8 . Comparing 4.8 with 4.71
we see that   h. This implies u  h. Integrating this relation
Ž . Ž .twice from 0 to t and observing the initial conditions 2.2 and 4.3 we
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .obtain 2.3 . Thus, M, u solves 2.1  2.3 .
Ž . Ž .We have proved Lemma 4 in the case when 4.5 is replaced with 4.7 . It
Ž . Ž .remains to show the equivalence of the equations 4.5 and 4.7 for
Ž . . Ž .  C 0, ; Y . Let us rewrite 4.7 in the form
     A M  	 f 	 t f  , 4.11Ž .0 1 2
where
   f M  tB	 B 	 A M 	 A M 	 F ,Ž .1 1 0 0
 f  M B .2 1
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Ž .  Ž .By Lemma 2 the equation 4.11 admits the t-regular resolvent S M t ,0
Ž . Ž .which in turn coincides with the resolvent of the direct problem 2.1 , 2.2
Ž .with M instead of M. Furthermore, in virtue of the assumptions A7 ,0
Ž . 1 ŽŽ . .A8 and the relations M  L 0, ; K , M  M , we have f 0 l oc 1 1 1
1, 1ŽŽ . .   1, 1ŽŽ . . Ž . .W 0, ; Y and f  W 0, ; X for each   C 0, ; Y . Con-l oc 2 l oc
Ž . Ž . Ž .sequently, due to assertions a and b of Lemma 1, the equation 4.11 for
Ž . .  C 0, ; Y is equivalent to the equation
          S M f 0 	 S M  f 	 S M  t f  . 4.12Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 0 1 0 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .But 4.12 coincides with 4.5 . Consequently, 4.5 and 4.7 are equivalent
Ž . .for   C 0, ; Y . Lemma 4 is proved.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5. Let A1  A9 hold. Moreoer, let M  M and H  M .0 0 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . .Then, the system 4.5 , 4.6 has a unique solution  , M in C 0, ; Y 1
M .1
Proof of Lemma 5 is included in Section 7 of the paper. The proof
Ž . Ž .essentially uses the feature that the system 4.5 , 4.6 is of Volterra type
and contains nonlinearities which have only convolution structure. This
enables us to apply the Banach fixed point theorem in norms with
exponentially decreasing weights for this system and reach the formulated
Ž .global in t solvability result. The method of norms with exponential
weights was applied to inverse problems of memory identification for the
   first time in 15 . Its more general treatment can be found in 18 .
5. MAIN ABSTRACT RESULTS
Ž . Ž .In this section we prove two theorems about the problem 2.1  2.3 .
The former theorem asserts the existence and uniqueness of the solution
with the component M in the set M. The latter one establishes conditions
on the data which guarantee that M belongs to M .0
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Let assumptions A1  A9 be satisfied. Then, the following
assertions hold:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2Ž . .i The problem 2.1  2.3 has a solution M, u  M C 0, ; Y
Ž . Ž .iff the obseration functions h and H satisfy the conditions 4.2  4.4 .
Ž . 2Ž . .ii The solution is unique in M C 0, ; Y .
Ž .Proof. The assertion i immediately follows from Lemmas 4 and 5. Let
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 1 1.us prove ii . Suppose that 2.1  2.3 have two solutions M , u and
Ž 2 2 . 2Ž . . Ž . Ž 1.M , u in M C 0, ; Y . By Lemma 4 i we have P M 0
Ž 2 . Ž .P M P H . In view of this equality we can choose the decomposi-0 0
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tions of M 1, M 2, and H so that their first components are equal; i.e.,
there exist M  M , M 1, M 2, H  M such that0 0 1 1 1 1
M , M i P M i , i 1, 2, and M , H P H .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 0 1
Ž . Ž i i. i iIn view of Lemma 4 i the pairs  , M , i 1, 2, with   u satisfy the1
Ž . Ž .system 4.5 , 4.6 with the same data M and H . Due to the uniqueness0 1
assertion of Lemma 5 we have M 1M 2 and  1 2. This result due to1 1
the relations M 1M 	M 1, M 2M 	M 2 and the initial conditions0 1 0 1
Ž . 1 2 1 22.2 implies M M and u  u . Theorem 1 is proved.
Ž . Ž .Remark 1. It follows from the relation P M P H that one can0 0
Ž .set the monotone component M of M equal to any function H P H ,0 0 0
Ž .where H is given by 4.1 . Then, the corresponding smooth component M1
Ž . Ž .of M is obtained from the fixed-point system 4.5 , 4.6 by use of M and0
H HH . Despite the multiplicity of M , the final result MM 	1 0 0 0
M is unique.1
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. Let assumptions A1  A9 be satisfied. The problem
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2Ž . .2.1  2.3 has a solution M, u  M  C 0, ; Y iff0
Ž . Ž . Ž .a the relations 4.2  4.4 hold;
Ž . Ž . Ž .b there exists a decomposition H , H P H whose second com-0 1
ponent H can be expressed in terms of H by the formulae1 0
H  t 1H t B1 AH BŽ . Ž . Ž .1 0 0
    S H  A H t H t B	 F tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0
 	S H t A	 F 0 , 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
H 0  0.Ž .1
   Here A H  tA tH B and S S H is the resolent of the direct0 0 0
Ž . Ž .problem 2.1 , 2.2 with the kernel M replaced with H .0
Ž . Ž .If a , b is the case then MH , where H is the first component of the0 0
Ž .decomposition of H satisfying b .
Ž . 2Ž . . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let M, u  M  C 0, ; Y solve 2.1  2.3 . Since M  M ,0 0
Ž . Ž .we can apply Lemma 4 i . We immediately get the assertion a . Further,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .since P H P M , for every M , M P M there exists a decom-0 0 0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .position H , H P H such that H M . Let H , H be such a0 1 0 0 0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .decomposition corresponding to M , M  M, 0 P M . By Lemma0 1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .4 i the equations 4.5 and 4.6 are valid for   u and M . Since1
M  0, these equations have the form1
       S M  A M M B	 F 	 S M A	 F 0 , 5.2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0 0 0
1    1  M B  A H  M B . 5.3Ž .0 1 0
Ž . Ž .Substituting  with the formula 5.2 in 5.3 and M with H we derive0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .5.1 . Consequently, b holds for the mentioned choice of H , H 0 1
Ž .P H . The part  of the assertion of Theorem 2 is proved.
Ž . Ž .Conversely, let a and b hold. By virtue of Theorem 1 the problem
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2Ž . .2.1  2.3 has a solution M, u from the class M C 0, ; Y . Due to
Ž .Lemma 4 ii this solution has the form MM 	M , u t 	 t	 ,0 1
Ž . Ž . .where M H and the pair  , M  C 0, ; Y  M solves the sys-0 0 1 1
Ž . Ž .tem 4.5 , 4.6 . In order to prove the part of the assertion of Theorem
2 and the relation MH we have to show that M  0.0 1
Ž . Ž . Let us substitute M with H in the system 4.5 , 4.6 and with H by0 0 1
Ž . Ž .the formula 5.1 in the equation 4.6 . After these operations we can
immediately check that the pair
       S H  A H H B	 F 	 S H A	 F 0 ,Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0 0 0
M  0,1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .solves the system 4.5 , 4.6 . Since by Lemma 5 the solution of 4.5 , 4.6
is unique, we have proved M  0. The proof is complete.1
6. THREE-DIMENSIONAL VISCOELASTICITY
Now let us return to the problem of the identification of relaxation
kernels of a viscoelastic body briefly described in the Introduction of the
paper. Our aim is to pose this problem more precisely and reformulate
abstract Theorems 1 and 2 for it.
For the sake of simplicity let us discuss only the case of the isotropic
body . Then, g and M have the forms
g  g1  	 g 2   	   6.1Ž .Ž .i jk l i j k l ik jl i l jk
and
M t M 1 t   	M 2 t   	   , 6.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i jk l i j k l ik jl i l jk
Ž  . 1 2respectively see 6, 22, 23 . Here g  and g  are the Lame´
parameters and M 1 and M 2 are the memory kernels corresponding to g1
and g 2, respectively.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Observing 6.1 , 6.2 and supposing that u t, x  0 for t 0, the
Ž .hyperbolic system 1.3 reads
u t , x  g1	 g 2 u t , x 	 g 2u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .i , t t j , ji i
t 1 2 M t  	M t  u  , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H j , ji
0 6.3Ž .
2	M t  u  , x dŽ . Ž .i
	F t , x , t 0, , x .Ž . Ž .i
Ž .Let us complement the system 6.3 with the initial and boundary condi-
tions
u 0, x   x , u 0, x   x , x , 6.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i , t i
u t , x  0, t 0, , 6.5Ž . Ž . Ž .xi
where  stands for the boundary of .
Since the kernels M 1 and M 2 are unknown, we must specify two
additional conditions. Suppose that the strain vector acting on the bound-
ary  and pointing in the direction of the vector n normal to  is known
over two portions of , namely,
n y u t , y n y d  h t , t 0, ,  1, 2, 6.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H i i , j j y

where  are subsets of  such that 1 2 has zero surface measure.
We pose the following inverse problem: Given g1, g 2, ,  : 
3 Ž . 3 1 2 Ž . 1 2 Ž . , F: 0,  , and h , h : 0, , find M , M : 0, 
Ž . 3 Ž . Ž .and u: 0,  such that 6.3  6.6 hold.
Ž . Ž .In order to study the inverse problem 6.3  6.6 by means of the
abstract theory of Sections 25, we must introduce the corresponding
spaces and operators. Let
2 3 X wH  ; : w  0 6.7Ž . Ž . 4i
with the inner product
w ,   Dw x D x dx 6.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý HX i i
  0, 2
and
4 3      4Y wH  ; : D w  0 for  such that  0; 2 . 6.9Ž . Ž . 4i
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We note that any linear operator C: Y X contains nine components Ci j
by means of which the image Cw of the operator C at any point w Y
Ž .can be represented in the form Cw  C w . Let us introduce the lineari i j j
operators A, B: Y X by the formulae for their components,
 2  2
1 2 2A  g 	 g 	 g   , B  . 6.10Ž .Ž .i j i j i j x  x  x  xi j i j
Next let us set
K 3333 :  1  	 2   	  , 1 ,  2 .Ž . 4i jk l i j k l ik jl i l jk
6.11Ž .
For any  K and linear C: Y X we define the image C: Y X of
the operator  at the point C by the formula
C   C . 6.12Ž . Ž .i j i k jl k l
Ž .Further, the quantities : X K and h: 0,  K are introduced by
the relations
w  n y w y n y d  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i jk l H p p , q q y i j k l
1
	 n y w y n y d   	  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H p p , q q y ik jl i l jk
2
for w X 6.13Ž .
and
h t  h1 t   	 h2 t   	   , 6.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i jk l i j k l ik jl i l jk
respectively.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Observing the definitions 6.7  6.14 , the inverse problem 6.3  6.6
Ž . Ž .can be written in the abstract form 2.1  2.3 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .One can immediately check that the assumptions A1 , A3 , and A4
are satisfied for the defined spaces X, Y, K and the operator . Let us
Ž . Ž . Ž .consider the assumption A2 . Evidently, A, B L Y, X and  A .
Further, the operator A is densely defined and selfadjoint in X. This by
 Proposition 8.1 of Chapter A in 25 implies the closedness of A in X.
Ž .Thus, A2 holds, too.
Further, let us formulate a lemma which interprets the set of monotone
kernels M in terms of M 1 and M 2.0
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LEMMA 6. Let  C 2. The tensor function M belongs to M iff the pair0
1 2 ˜Ž . Ž .M , M from 6.2 belongs to the space M , which is defined as follows:0
1 2 ˜Ž .M , M  M iff0
˜ 1 2Ž . ŽŽ ..M1 M , M  L 0, ;l oc
˜Ž .M2 there exist c , c 
 0 such that1 2
t t1 c 2 c2 2   M  d c t , M  d c t for each t 0, ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 1
0 0
˜Ž .M3 the functions
t t2 2 1 2 1 2g  M  d , g 	 2 g  M  	 2 M  dŽ . Ž . Ž .H H
0 0
are of positie type, and
˜Ž .M4 the inequalities
2 2 1 2 1 2ˆ ˆ ˆg M 	  0, g 	 2 g  M 	 	 2 M 	  0Ž . Ž . Ž .
hold for each 	 0.
The proof of Lemma 6 is included in Section 8 of the paper.
Ž .The assumption A5 is satisfied provided that the inequalities
g 2  0, g1	 2 g 2  0 6.15Ž .
hold for the given Lame coefficients g1 and g 2. Indeed, in this case the´
˜Ž .zero element 0, 0 belongs to M .0
ˆŽ .Remark 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for M3 is the inequal-
ity
 t t  g  M s ds   d t dt
 0 6.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hi jk l i jk l k l i jž /0 0 0
Ž . 1, 1ŽŽ . 33.to be satisfied for any strain path  t in the space W 0, ;  . To
motivate this statement it is enough to mention that by the results of
˜Ž . Ž .Section 8 of the paper the condition M3 is equivalent to M3 and by
  Ž . Ž .Definition 6.4 and Proposition 6.7 in 22 M3 is equivalent to 6.16 . The
Ž . Ž  .inequality 6.16 means the dissipativity of the body  cf. 6, 14 .
˜ ˜Ž . Ž .A sufficient condition for M3 , M4 is the strong dissipativity of ,
Ž .which assumes the strict inequality in 6.16 for any strain path 
1, 1ŽŽ . 33. Ž .W 0, ; such that   0. Indeed, let 6.16 hold in the men-
˜Ž .tioned strict form. Then, as above, we have M3 . Moreover, in view of the
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Ž . Ž .definition of the Laplace transform and the isotropy relations 6.1 , 6.2 ,
Ž . Ž . 	 tthe strict condition 6.16 for the special strain path  t  a e wherei j i j
	 0 and a  0, a a  1 or a  1, a a  1 immediately implies thei i i j i j i i i j i j
2 ˆ 2 1 2 ˆ1 ˆ 2Ž .  Ž . Ž .inequalities g M 	  0 or g 	 2 g  M 	 	 2 M 	  0, re-
˜Ž .spectively. This yields M4 .
Ž .The conditions 6.15 mean the strong dissipativity of the purely elastic
medium with the Lame coefficients g1 and g 2.´
Further, we observe that the tensor function M belongs to M iff the
1 2 ˜Ž .pair M , M belongs to the set M which is defined as
˜ 1 2M M , MŽ .
1 2 1 2 1 2 ˜ 1 2 ˜ M , M 	 M , M : M , M  M , M , M  M .4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
˜Here the set M of smooth components is given by1
1 2  1, 1 M˜  M , M : M W 0, , M 0  0,  1, 2 .. Ž . 4Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1 l oc 1
Ž . Ž .In order to apply Theorems 1 and 2 to the problem 6.3  6.6 , it
Ž . Ž . Ž .remains to verify the assumptions A6 , A7 , and A9 for the introduced
Ž . Ž .spaces and operators. The first two conditions A6 and A7 can be
checked in a rather straightforward manner. The space Z in these condi-
tions can be defined as
6 3      4Z wH  ; : D w  0 for  such that  0; 2; 4 .Ž . 4i
Ž .Next let us show that A9 is equivalent to the condition det P 0, where
n y  y n y d n y  y n y dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hi k , i jk j y i i , j j y
1 1 P .
n y  y n y d n y  y n y dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .	 0H Hi k , i jk j y i i , j j y
2 2 
6.17Ž .
1 2Ž .Let      	    	    K. Then, by the definition ofi jk l i j k l ik jl i l jk
Ž . in A9 and the definitions of B and K above we have
1 2
     	    	   ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i jk l i j k l ik jl i l jk
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where
1 1Ž . ˜ P
2 2ž /ž / Ž .
and
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n y  y n y d n y  	  y n y dH Hi k , i jk j y i k , i jk i , j j y
1 1 Pˆ .	 0 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n y  y n y d n y  	  y n y dH Hi k , i jk j y i k , i jk i , j j y
2 2 
6.18Ž .
Ž 1 2 .The operator  is bijective iff the pair  ,  can be uniquely restored
1 2 ˜ ˜ŽŽ . Ž . .from  ,  . This is so iff det P 0. But det P 0 iff det P 0.
Ž .Thus, A9 is equivalent to the condition det P 0.
We observe that the operator  has the inversion formula
1 21 1  1 ˜ ˜   P    	 P    	   , 6.19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .i jk l i j k l ik jl i l jk
˜1 ˜where P is the inverse of P. Making use of this formula the tensor
Ž . Ž . 1Ž .function H from 4.1 can be written in the form H t H t   	i j k l
2Ž .Ž .H t   	   , wherei k jl i l jk
H 1 tŽ .
2ž /H tŽ .
d3
1n y F t , y 	 A y n y d  h tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , jH i i , jt j y 31 dt1ˆ P .
3d
2	 0n y F t , y 	 A y n y d  h tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , jH i i , jt j y 32 dt
6.20Ž .
Now we are ready to formulate solvability and uniqueness theorems for
Ž . Ž .the problem 6.3  6.6 .
Ž . 2THEOREM 3. Let 6.15 hold,   C ,  ,   Z, and F 
1, 1ŽŽ . .W 0, ; Y . Moreoer, let det P 0. Then, the following assertions arel oc
alid:
1 2 ˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i The problem 6.3  6.6 has a solution M , M , u  M 
2Ž . . 1 2 1 2C 0, ; Y iff the obseration functions h , h and H , H satisfy the
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conditions
 2 1 2 ˜h  C 0, ,  1, 2, H , H  M , 6.21. Ž . Ž .Ž .
h 0  n y  y n y d ,  1, 2, 6.22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H i i , j j y

d
h 0  n y  y n y d ,  1, 2, 6.23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H i i , j j y
dt 
d 2
h 0  n y F 0, y 	 A y n y d ,  1, 2.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , jH i i , j j y2 dt 
6.24Ž .
˜ 2Ž . Ž . .ii The solution is unique in M C 0, ; Y .
THEOREM 4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3 be fulfilled. The problem
1 2 ˜ 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . .6.3  6.6 has a solution M , M , u  M  C 0, ; Y iff :0
Ž . Ž . Ž .a The relations 6.21  6.24 hold.
Ž . Ž 1 2 . Ž 1 2 . Ž 1 2 .b There exists a decomposition H , H  H , H 	 H , H0 0 1 1
1 2 ˜ 1 2 ˜ 1 2Ž . Ž . Ž .with H , H  M , H , H  M , whose second component H , H0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
Ž 1 2 .can be expressed in terms of H , H by the formulae0 0
1 2d 1 1N H , H tŽ .H t H 0Ž . Ž .1 0 01dt 1 01˜ P ,  ,d 2 21 2 ž /0ž /ž / ž /H t H 0N H , H tŽ . Ž .Ž .1 1dt 2 0 0
where
1 2N H , H tŽ . 0 0
1 2 2 n y H t 	H t  y 	H t  yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H i 0 0 k , k i j 0 i , j

1 2 1 2	 g 	 g  H 	H  R t , yŽ .Ž .0 0 k , k i j
2 2	 g H  R t , y n y d , 1, 2,Ž . Ž .40 i , j j y
Ž .the ector function R t, x is defined by the relationi
1 2 1 2R t , x  S H , H b t , x 	 S H , H t  x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i j 0 0 j i j 0 0 j
 1 2 Ž . Ž  1 2 Ž ..  . Ž . Ž .where S H , H t  S H , H t : 0,  L X  L Y is the re-0 0 i j 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž 1 2 .solent of the direct problem 6.3  6.5 with M , M replaced with
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Ž 1 2 . Ž . Ž .H , H and the ector functions b t, x ,  x gien by the formulae0 0 i i
1 2 1 2b t , x  g 	 g  1 H 	H t  xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .i 0 0 i , i j
2 2 1 2	 g  1H t  x  H 	H t  xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 i 0 0 i , i j
H 2 t  x 	 F t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 i i , t
1 2 2 x  g 	 g  x 	 g  x 	 F 0, x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i , i j i i
Ž . Ž . Ž 1 2 . Ž 1 2 . Ž 1 2 .If a , b is the case then M , M  H , H , where H , H is the first0 0 0 0
Ž 1 2 . Ž .component of the decomposition of H , H satisfying b .
7. PROOF OF LEMMA 5
Ž . Ž .It is sufficient to prove the unique solvability of the system 4.5 , 4.6 in
Ž  .finite intervals of the argument t, namely, in the spaces C 0, T ; Y  M ,1, T
 1, 1ŽŽ . . Ž . 4where M  M : M W 0, T ; K , M 0  0 and 0 T . In-1, T 1 1 1
Ž  .deed, if the solution exists and is unique in every space C 0, T ; Y  M ,1, T
where 0 T , then this solution admits a unique continuation to
Ž . .C 0, ; Y  M .1
 Ž . Ž . Ž .Let us denote wM , U  , w , and rewrite the problem 4.5 , 4.61
in the operator form
UGU	 f , 7.1Ž .
Ž . Ž .where GU G U, G U , f f , f , and1 2 1 2
   G UtS M wB  S M  twB	 wB ,Ž .1 0 0
1  G U  1wB	 twB 	M BG U AG U ,2 0 1 1
     f  S M  A M M B	 F 	 S M A	 F 0 ,Ž .Ž .Ž .1 0 0 0 0
 1  f H   M B	M Bf  Af .2 1 0 0 1 1
Ž . Ž .We fix an arbitrary T 0, and seek for solutions of 7.1 in the space
Ž  . 1ŽŽ . .U C 0, T ; Y  L 0, T ; K . Due to the assumptions of Lemma 5,
  Ž .which in particular imply that S M is t-regular and satisfy S3 , we have0
fU and G: UU.
     Let us endow the space U with the scale of norms U   	 w ,  

 0, where
T t  t         max e  t , w  e w t dt ,Ž . Ž . Y  H K
0tT 0
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and introduce the balls in U,
  4B  UU : U f  1 .
Our aim is to show that the operator G defined by GUGU	 f is a
contraction in B if  is large enough.
 We begin by deriving some auxiliary estimates for S M and G. Due to0
Ž . Ž .  S1 , S3 , the t-regularity of S M , and the uniform boundedness princi-0
ple we have
      sup S M  C , sup S M  C ,L Ž X . L ŽY .0 tT 0 1 0 tT 0 2
7.2Ž .
  sup tS M  C ,L Ž X , Y .0 tT 0 3
where C , C , C are some constants depending on T.1 2 3
Ž . Ž .Next let U   , w and U   , w be two elements in U. Observ-1 1 1 2 2 2
 tŽ . Ž  t . Ž  t .ing the obvious relation e g  g  e g  e g and the defini-1 2 1 2
 tŽ .tions of G and G we can represent the differences e G U G U1 2 1 1 1 2
 tŽ .and e G U G U in the forms2 1 2 2
e t G U G UŽ .1 1 1 2
 t   e tS MŽ .0
 t  t  t  t e w  w  e B 	 e w  e B  Ž . Ž . 4Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
 t  t  t  e S M  te  e w  w BŽ . Ž .Ž .0 1 2
 t  t	 e  e w  w B ,Ž . Ž . 41 2
e t G U G UŽ .2 1 2 2
1  t  t  e  e w  w BŽ . Ž . 1 2
 t  t  t  t  t	 te  e w  w  e B 	 te  e wŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
 t  t  t e B   	 e M  e B G U G UŽ . Ž .Ž .1 2 0 1 1 1 2
e tA G U G U .Ž . 41 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .Using here the estimates 7.2 , the assumption A7 , and the inequality
1 t 1 e  we obtain
 G U G U 1 1 1 2
C3
            w  w B  	 w B  Ž .   1 2 1 2 1 2
C C2 2
       	 TC w  w  	 C w  w  Z  Z0 1 2 0 1 2 
1
      C U 	 U 	 1 U U , 
 0, 7.3Ž .Ž .  4 1 2 1 2
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 G U G U 2 1 2 2
1
1            w  w B  Y1 2
T T
           	 w  w B  	 w B     1 2 1 2 1 2 
     	T M B G U G U 0 1 1 1 2
   	T A G U G U 1 1 1 2
1
        C U 	 U 	 1 U U 	 C G U G U ,Ž .   5 1 2 1 2 6 1 1 1 2

 0, 7.4Ž .
where C , C are certain increasing functions and C is a constant.4 5 6
Ž . Ž .Combining 7.3 with 7.4 we derive the Lipschitz estimate for G,
1
       GU GU  C U 	 U 	 1 U U , 
 0,Ž .   1 2 7 1 2 1 2
7.5Ž .
where C is again an increasing function. In particular, since G0 0,7
Ž .setting U U and U  0 in 7.5 we obtain1 2
1
     GU  C U 	 1 U , 
 0. 7.6Ž . Ž .  7
      Ž .If U B then U  1	 f  1	 f and from 7.6 we get  0
1
       GU f  GU  C U 	 1 UŽ .   7
1
    C 2	 f 1	 f . 7.7Ž .Ž . Ž .0 07
Ž .It follows from 7.7 that there exists a sufficiently large number  such1
 that GU f  1 for 
  . Thus, G leaves B invariant if 
  . 1  1
   Next let U , U  B . In view of the inequalities U  1	 f , i 1, 2, 01 2  i
Ž .from 7.5 we obtain
   GU GU  GU GU 1 2 1 2
1
      C 3	 2 f U U  q  U U .Ž .Ž .0  7 1 2 1 2
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Ž .Again, there exists a sufficiently large number  such that q   1 for2

  . Hence, we have shown that G is a contraction in B if 
  2  3
 4 Ž .max  ;  . Consequently, the equation 7.1 has a unique solution in1 2
every ball B , where 
  . Particularly, this proves the existence asser- 3
tion of Lemma 5.
Ž .It remains to show the uniqueness of the solution of the equation 7.1
Ž .in the whole space U. Suppose that 7.1 has two solutions U , U U.1 2
Ž .Then, from 7.1 we have
   U  f  GU , 
 0, i 1, 2. i i
 Since the norm 
 is monotonically decreasing with respect to  , from
Ž .  the inequality 7.6 we see that GU  0 as  . Consequently,i
there exists  
  such that4 3
 U  f  1, i 1, 2.i 4
This implies U  B , i 1, 2. Since in B the uniqueness has alreadyi  4 4
been shown, we have U U . Lemma 5 is proved.1 2
8. PROOF OF LEMMA 6
Ž . Ž .Evidently, the conditions M1 and M2 in the definition of M are0
˜ ˜ ˜Ž . Ž .equivalent to the conditions M1 and M2 in the definition of M ,0
respectively.
˜Ž . Ž .Further, let us show that M3 is equivalent to M3 . To this end fix
some w Y. By the definitions of the operators A, A, B and the inner
Ž .product 
,
 we haveX
ˆRe A 	 w , wŽ .Ž . X
1 ˆ1 2 ˆ 2G 0 M 	 G 0 M 	Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
  Re 	 D w D w dxÝ H j , ji iž /	 	   0, 2
2 ˆ 2G 0 M 	Ž . Ž .
 	Re D w D w dx .Ý H i iž /	   0, 2
Next let us represent w in the form w grad  	 rot V, where  and V
5Ž . 5Ž 3.are some functions from H  and H ; , respectively, and V  0.i, i
Ž . Ž .Making use of the relations rot V  0 and grad    we fur-j, ji j, ji , i
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ther have
ˆRe A 	 w , wŽ .Ž . X
1 ˆ1 2 ˆ 2G 0 M 	 G 0 M 	Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 Re 	 2ž /	 	
 D Dw dxÝ H , i i
  0, 2
2 ˆ 2G 0 M 	Ž . Ž .
 	 Re D  rot V D w dxŽ .Ý H i iž /	 0, 2
1 ˆ1 2 ˆ 2G 0 M 	 G 0 M 	Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Re 	 2ž /	 	
 DDw dxÝ H i , i
  0, 2
2 ˆ 2G 0 M 	Ž . Ž .
 	 Re D V D rot w dx .Ž .Ý H iiž /	   0, 2
Ž .Here w   because rot V  0. Moreover, it is easy to check thati, i i, i
Ž .due to the relations rot grad   0 and V  0 the equality rot w i, i i
Ž .rot rot V  V  V V holds. Consequently, we can express thei j, ji i i
ˆŽ Ž . .quantity Re A 	 w, w in the formX
ˆRe A 	 w , wŽ .Ž . X
1 ˆ1 2 ˆ 2G 0 M 	 G 0 M 	Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2Re 	 2 D  dxŽ .Ý Hž /	 	   0, 2
2 ˆ 2G 0 M 	Ž . Ž .
 Re D V D V dx . 8.1Ž .Ý H i iž /	   0, 2
Now we see that if the inequalities
2 ˆ 2G 0 M 	Ž . Ž .
Re 
 0 for each Re	
 0 8.2Ž .ž /	
and
1 ˆ1 2 ˆ 2G 0 M 	 G 0 M 	Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Re 	 2 
 0 for each Re	
 0ž /	 	
8.3Ž .
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Ž . Ž .are satisfied then the condition M3 holds. Conversely, let M3 hold.
Ž .Then, it follows from 8.1 that by taking w grad  	 rot V such that
Ž .	 0 but V 0 the condition 8.2 must be valid and by taking w such
Ž .that V	 0 but  0 the condition 8.3 must be valid. Consequently,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M3 is equivalent to the pair of conditions 8.2 and 8.3 . But 8.2 and
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .8.3 are equivalent to M3 . Thus, we have proved the equivalence of M3
˜Ž .and M3 .
Ž . Ž .Finally, let us show that under the assumption M3 the conditions M4
˜Ž . Ž .and M4 are equivalent. The condition M4 is equivalent to the system
1 1 2 2ˆ ˆG 0 M 	 G 0 M 	Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
R w 	 	w  	 wŽ .	 i j , jii 	 	
2 ˆ 2G 0 M 	Ž . Ž .
 w  8.4Ž .i i	
Ž .having a solution w in Y for each   X and 	 0. By M3 the operator
Ž .R is positive definite in X for 	 0. Therefore, 8.4 has a unique	
solution w in X for each   X and 	 0. Owing to the smoothness
assumption  C 2 about the boundary of , the solution w belongs to
the higher-order Sobolev space Y, provided that only the operator R of	
Ž . Ž   .8.4 is elliptic of order 2 see 25, Chap. 5.11 for details . But R is elliptic	
of order 2 if its principal symbol, i.e., the matrix
  2 2q 	  	 q 	  q 	   q 	  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 3
2 2 Q   q 	   q 	  	 q 	  q 	  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 3
2 2	 0 q 	   q 	   q 	  	 q 	 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 3 2 2 3 1 2 3
with
G2 0 M 2 	Ž . Ž .
q 	  ,Ž .1 	
G1 0 M 1 	 	G2 0 M 2 	Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
q 	  ;Ž .2 	
Ž .is invertible for each  0. It is easy to verify that Q  is invertible for
˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .each  0 and 	 0 provided M4 holds. Therefore, M4 implies M4 .
˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .To prove the implication M4  M4 let us suppose that M4 fails for
Ž 1 2 . Ž .some pair M , M and show that then M4 does not hold. Let us first
2 ˆ 2Ž . Ž .consider the case when G 0 M 	  0 for some 	  0. Then, for0 0
Ž .every  such that   0 the solution of the system 8.4 with 	 	 hasi, i 0
the form w	 . Therefore, for  such that   X  Y and   0 the0 i, i
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Ž . Ž .solution w of 8.4 with 	 	 remains outside the space Y. Hence, M40
does not hold.
1 ˆ1 2 ˆ 2Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Analogously, in the case G 0 M 	 	 2 G 0 M 	  0 for0 0
Ž .some 	  0 the system 8.4 with 	 	 has the solution w	 for0 0 0
every  such that rot   0. Again, if   X  Y and rot   0 then the
Ž . Ž .solution of 8.4 with 	 	 remains outside of Y and M4 does not hold.0
Ž .Summing up, we have proven the equivalence of the conditions M4 and
˜Ž . Ž .M4 under the assumption M3 . Lemma 6 is proved.
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